Mini purse with
a drawstring bag

have fun with KOKKA fabric! produced by

Design & work created by Kaori Sawa (Caunes+ Kaori*ri)

Instructions

Size: 9cm (H), 16.5cm (W), 8cm (D)
1. Make a belt and handles.

Front outer bag fabric
(front/outer side)

2. Make an outer bag.
①Attach interfacing to
the front fabric an gusset.

Handle
Front outer bag fabric
(reverse side)

①Fold both sides.
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Materials
□
□
□
□
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Reverse side

③Attach the snap
(convex side)
1
0.5
(belt only).

②WithMake
front/outer
one beltside
piece and
facingtwo
outside,
handle pieces.
fold in four and stitch top and bottom.

Fabric shown for this sample: A toy chest JG36500-502(c)

②Fold the seam
allowance on the
opening side.
Place the zipper
and sew to attach.

③

0.5

0.8
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fastener

③Run a stitch ove
(see from the
other side)

Front outer bag fabric
(front/outer side)

Pocket
(front/outer side)

all measurements are in centimeters (cm).
add 1cm seam allowance unless speciﬁed.
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the edges are left cut
Handle
32
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Front fabric
(outer bag)

Front fabric
(outer bag)

Drawstring
bag - Large Drawstring
bag - Small
(2)
(2)
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Lining
gusset
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Handle
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Lining fabric
(lining bag)
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Lining fabric
(lining bag)
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Lining fabric
(lining bag)
(front/outer side)
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④Attach the snap
(concave side).

4.4

3

5. Make a drawstring bag.
Opening side

Belt
(the edges are left cut)
Stop here
for opening.

Gusset
(reverse side)

①With front/outer sides facing each other,
place the fabric together. Sew the side,
leaving the top opening portion.

Stop here
for opening.

Front/outer side

底

Gusset
(reverse side)

⑦Make a cut on four corners
of the seam allowance
of front fabrics.

4. Put together the outer bag
and lining bag.

With front/outer side facing out,
place together the outer bag and lining bag.
Using blind stitches, attach the lining bag
(opening side) to the zipper.
Lining bag
(front/outer side)

0.5

② Double fold the seam
allowance of the opening and sew.
1

1.5
Reverse
side

⑥

Gusset
(reverse side)

Lining fabric
(lining bag)
(reverse side)

Leave the
zipper open.

Front outer
bag fabric
(reverse side)

Gusset
(front/outer side)

1

⑤With front/outer
sides facing each
other, sew the bottom.

Belt

Opening side
⑥Fold the seam allowance on the opening side.
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⑥With front/outer sides facing
each other, sew top and bottom
of the front fabric and gusset.

⑦Repeat the process
as in Steps 2-⑥〜⑨.

②Fold the seam allowance
of the side and bottom.
Attach the pocket to
the front/outer side
of the lining fabric.

4.5
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(2) Pocket
6

③Attach
the belt.

⑤With front/outer sides of front
fabric facing each other,
sew the bottom.

・same as other
handle.

⑨Cut oﬀ the corners
of the seam allowance.

①Double fold the seam
allowance of the pocket
opening and sew.

Opening side

1
Front
gusset

④Attach the handle.

⑧Sew the sides

3. Make a lining bag.

cutting layout

3

3.5

Front outer bag fabric
(front/outer side)

Front/
outer side

Fabric: 110cm×50cm
Interfacing: 70cm×20cm
Zipper: 15.5cm – one piece
Snaps: One set (0.7cm diameter)
Drawstring: 80cm (0.1cm diameter)

1

Reverse
side

Front/
outer side
③ Turn it inside out,
put the drawstring
through and tie.

Outer bag (front/outer side)
Front/
outer side

Drawstring Large 20cm each
Small 18cm each

Make one large bag and one small bag each.

